Since flares which produced solar cosmic ray partic_-.s were associated with type IV radio bursts, it seemed natural that relativistic electrons were produced simultaneously with solar cosmic ray protons and heavier nuclei in the same flares. The relationship between solar cosmic ray events and type IV radio bursts was, therefore, studied by many authors (e.g., Hakurr and Goh, 1959; Reid and Leinbach, 1959; Kundu and Haddock, 1960; Maxwell and Thompson, 1960; Obayashi and Hakura, 1960; Sakurai, 1960; Sakurai and Maeda, 1961) . It was shown, furthermore, that the observed characteristics of type IV radio bursts were fully explained by taking into account gyrosynchrotron emission from 100 -10,000 Kev ' electrons (e.g., Takakura , 1959 , 1960 Takakura and Kai, 1961; Wild, 1962) . In this paper, we consider the characteristics of solar flares which produced relativistic electrons and their relation to solar cosmic ray production. The acceleration processes of these electrons and the relationship to type IV radio bursts is briefly considered.
Relativistic Electrons from Solar Flares and Associated Phenomena
Since Frequency spectra of nine type IV radio bursts at peak flux were obtained for solar relativisitic electron events tabulated in Table 1 , and are shown in bursts (e.g., Sakurai, 1971b).
Acceleration of Relativi stic Elec trons
As shown in Table 1 , all but one of the solar Mares which produced relativistic electrons took place in S1111spot group. , which were very active i l l the emiss ic^ll c31' Lype I noisc: Storms.
It is thoughL that energetic electrons of kinetic energy 1-100 Kev are responsible for the generation of type I noise storms (e.g., Takakura, 1963; Fokker, 1965; Trakhtengerts, 1966 such ambient ion density as 10 8 -10 10 cm 3.
The region where the acceleration occurs must, therefore, be higher than that at which the Ha brightening is observed since such ion density in the latter region is much higher than that for the fromer region (e.g., de Jager, 1969; Svestka, 1966 Svestka, , 1969 . Therefore, the region where the acceleration occurs is necessarily located high above the
Hoc flare region and may be just below or within type I noise sources as schematically shown in After injection into the accelerating regions, these Kev electrons will be mainly accelerated by the Fermi mechanism to higher energy during the explosive phase of solar flares ( Sakurai. 1971b). Since it has been established that this mechanism mainly works to produce solar cosmic rays during this phase (e.g., Hayakawa et al. 1964; Sakurai, 1965a Sakurai, , b,1971c , we conclude that this mechanism is the most impo:.tant process for the acceleration vi high-energy particles in solar flares. We, therefore, propose that the relativisitic electrons are produced through the two-step acceleration processes as discussed in this paper. The acceleration mechanism for 7 the first step, to produce Kev-energy electrons in type I noise active regions, is not known as yet. But it is clear that some unstable modes associated with sunspot magnetic fields are responsible. for this accc.Fration.
Em ulsion o f Energetic Elect
The acceleration mechanism of relativisitic electrons has been recently identified as the Fermi mechanism (Sakurai, 1971b).
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have pointed out that all 
